
6 WEEK COURSE for newly arrived refugees

WEEKS

WEEK 1 -2

unit = 2, 1/2 hour class

SOCIOCULTURAL

introduce themselves to each other: where from,
where live now, children? etc

consider inhibitions
from L1 culture

use culturally based
vocabulary (throughout all lessons) to help them adapt to cultural norms of USA

skills

pronunciation of letters and sounds within beginning vocabulary, esp. for people whose L1 does not have EN sounds.
writing their names & addresses

comprehensible output, able to read addresses clearly

know alphabet. days of week,
months, numbers, start to learn names for parts of body

assignment activities

write their names in EN on the board for all to see, and speak them aloud to work on pronunciation and to re-introduce themselves 

cut up small pieces of paper, have 2 teams race to
see which team is first to write letters of alphabet on papers
and place in correct order (winners get the cookies first, but everyone gets them)

be able to write & state which day, month, & year it is

I write them on board with gaps and have
them come up at random (volunteer first) to fill in the
correct day, month, year

give them pieces of papers, each with months and
days of week and have them place them in correct order

play "Simon Says" for body parts

intersperse between more "academic" activities to
get them moving and keep engaged

3 - 4

Iraq, Syria, Belorussia, Ukraine, Congo, Nepal. Bhutan

TURPINL
Sticky Note
FranceI think this is a very creative way to represent your concept map in a scope and sequence. It helps one to see the threads and how they are built upon in each unit. You still need to do the same that you have done for weeks one and two with 3-4, 5-6. That will make your scope and sequence complete and I think it will show how these threads continue to develop over the course 

TURPINL
Sticky Note

TURPINL
Sticky Note
This two week unit will be great to flesh out for your unit assignment.

TURPINL
Sticky Note
As you think about the 6-weeks as a whole, consider if there is a final project that you are leading towards. Is there anything that you want students to create (a class book, for instance) that would hold all 6 weeks together into a larger whole?

TURPINL
Sticky Note
As you develop your assessment plan next week, be thinking of how assessment might fit into the scope and sequence at the end of each 2 week block and ongoingly

TURPINL
Sticky Note
are you also going to be looking at their first culture and language as a resource? Perhaps an inventory of how many languages they already speak, know?

TURPINL
Sticky Note

TURPINL
Sticky Note
As we discussed earlier this week, I think you have a great start here and it feels like you have direction for the scope and sequence as well as for how to flesh out the unit. As you keep planning the scope and sequence and the unit, consider how reducing, reusing and recycling material might be part of the sequencing cycles. I find, for myself, that that is a central organizing principle for working at this level. Also, go back to your beliefs statement and make sure that your scope and sequence is reflecting the beliefs that you stated earlier. If you see any gaps, bring those to class on Friday to work on with your peers. In your final course portfolio, be thinking of how you can write a very brief (50 words) rationale for the scope and sequence that describes why you have ordered it in the way you have--that will serve to connect your concept map with your S&SThanksLeslie

Higgs
Sticky Note
all I thought you just needed one unit for 4/24...I will do the rest asap...thx




